Nilpeter Technology Centers

Nilpeter’s state-of-the-art Technology Centers in Denmark and the USA serve as the perfect showcase for groundbreaking ideas and innovations. A place, where ideas, advances in technology, and the benefits they bring are presented in an organised, end-user environment - and where you get behind the ropes and get hands-on experience.

INNOVATING

Nilpeter has pushed the boundaries of technological excellence since 1919, creating many of the innovations that have helped shape the label printing industry: UV-flexo printing, Drop-In rotary screen printing and the first true offset press for label printing, to name a few. Today, Nilpeter’s Technology Centers give you a glimpse of the future of narrow-web and flexible packaging printing. Be inspired and get insight into all the trends driving your market.

DEMONSTRATING

The Technology Centers’ multi-lingual teams give demonstrations to visitors from all over the world. Nilpeter has a range of ready-to-print jobs showing the full potential of their presses and are prepared to print any job, customers and partners may request. Whatever the solution or application, Nilpeter will demonstrate high-quality labels and packaging - from value-added wine labels to shrink sleeves, and tube laminates.
PRINTING
See print demonstrations on both standard and customer-specific jobs. Flexo, offset, digital, screen, hot/cold foil, embossing, and numerous auxiliaries for a variety of applications. Experiment and explore new ideas – without putting your own production to a halt.

OPTIMISING
Nilpeter’s Technology Centers provide you with the tools to become LEAN – both in terms of equipment surrounding the press and consultancy in LEAN programmes. Increase your productivity and achieve the highest printing quality at the lowest possible cost and effort. Bring your staff for tailored, thorough training in LEAN principles and LEAN thinking. Nilpeter’s qualified tutors are ready and waiting.

TESTING
Through ongoing testing in the Technology Centers, Nilpeter provides you with the right combination of components – ink, printing plates, tape, anilox, etc. All in an effort to be your preferred printing partner.

PROOFING
Defining the highest printing quality and the lowest possible cost and effort requires a proper proofing setup. In cooperation with x-Rite Pantone, Nilpeter’s Technology Centers deliver colour matching as precise as the register on the machines. Come and see it for yourself.